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ABSTRACT: Chiral self-assembled nanomaterials with biological
applications have attracted great interest. In this study, DNA-
driven gold-upconversion nanoparticle (Au-UCNP) pyramids
were fabricated to detect intracellular microRNA (miRNA) in real
time. The Au-UCNP pyramids are doubly optically active,
displaying strong plasmonic circular dichroism (CD) at 521 nm
and significant luminescence in 500−600 nm, and therefore can
be monitored by both of them. CD will decrease while the
luminescence intensity increases in the presence of miRNA. The
experimental results show that the CD intensity had an
outstanding linear range from 0.073 to 43.65 fmol/10 μgRNA
and a limit of detection (LOD) of 0.03 fmol/10 μgRNA, whereas
the luminescence intensity ranged from 0.16 to 43.65 fmol/10
μgRNA with a LOD of 0.12 fmol/10 μgRNA. These data indicate that the CD signal is much more sensitive to the concentration of
miRNA than the luminescent signal, which is attributed to the strong CD intensity arising from the spin angular momentum of
the photon interaction with chiral nanostructures and the plasmonic enhancement of the intrinsic chirality of DNA molecules in
the pyramids. This approach opens up a new avenue to the ultrasensitive detection and quantification of miRNA in living cells.

■ INTRODUCTION

MiRNAs are endogenous, short, noncoding, regulatory RNAs
that play important roles in numerous biological processes.1,2 It
is universally acknowledged that changes in miRNA expression
levels are associated with various pathological conditions.3−5 In
particular, miRNAs are diversely expressed in many solid
tumors, and the expression levels of one or more miRNAs are
commonly used as important diagnostic and prognostic
biomarkers.6,7 However, their intrinsic characteristics, including
low abundance, ready degradation, small sizes, and similarity in
sequences among family members, make developing an
ultrasensitive, highly selective, and in situ method to quantify
the intracellular levels of microRNAs extremely challenging,
despite its urgent need.
Quantitative real time (RT) polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) and microarray hybridization are two methods
commonly used to measure aberrant miRNA expression.8 In
spite of their significant advantages with sensitivity and high
throughput, they are limited by their high cost, complex
operative processes, and requirement for skilled operators.
Simpler quantification approaches have been developed, such as
DNA-gold nanoparticle probes, the two-stage isotachophoresis
assay, and so on,9−13 but these methods require miRNA to be

extracted from cells prior to analysis or measurement outside
the cell. Recently, a few of RNA detection probes, labeled with
fluorescent dyes for in situ visualization and localization, have
been developed, such as the hybridization chain reaction
(HCR),14 nanosnail-inspired nucleic acid locator,15 duplex-
specific nuclease signal amplification,16 fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET) nanoflares,17 and gold@polydopamine
core−shell nanoprobes.18 However, they have focused on the
imaging and qualitative detection of RNA in living cells.19−21

Although Haifeng Dong and co-workers reported an in situ
quantification method using a multifunctional SnO2 probe with
carboxyfluorescein (FAM) fluorescence as the detection signal,
background autofluorescence and the optical instability of
fluorescent dyes are still serious limitations to the intracellular
quantification of miRNA.22,23

Well-defined nanostructures in which the nanoparticles
undergo controlled self-assembly have regular geometric
shapes, structural stability, and strong optical activity.24 Based
on these promising properties, the self-assembled nanostruc-
tures have been used extensively as biosensors.25−33 However
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the detection of intracellular miRNAs based on nanoassemblies
has not yet been reported. The plasmonic chiroptical properties
of the nanostructures have been a topical issue in recent years
that has drawn much attention.34−41 Our group has constructed
many chiral nanoscale assemblies and developed a series of
ultrasensitive detection methods for nucleic acid fragments and
cancer biomarkers in vitro.42−44 However, their biological
applications in living cells are yet to be explored.
In this study, we constructed DNA-driven self-assembled

pyramids (denoted “Au-UCNP pyramids”) between gold
nanoparticles (Au NP, 20 ± 3 nm, aspect ratio, 1:1.2) and
upconversion nanoparticles (UCNP: NaGdF4:Yb

3+, Er3+, 19 ±
3 nm). Lanthanide-doped UCNPs were chosen as one building
block in the pyramids because of their unique optical
properties, excitation with near-infrared light, anti-Stokes
emission, superior photostability and chemical stability, low
toxicity, and high signal-to-noise ratios, all of which are obvious
advantages over fluorescent dyes.45−57 With the prolate
geometry of the Au NPs, the assembled pyramids display
chiroptical activities, consistent with our previous research.42,44

To be noticed, the chiroptical response of intracellular
substances is only optically active in the ultraviolet (UV)
region of the absorbance spectrum, with no overlapping
interference from the chiroplasmonic properties of the
pyramids in the visible region. The luminescence of UCNPs
is quenched in the pyramids by the luminescence resonance
energy transfer (LRET) between the Au NPs and UCNPs.58,59

With the CD and luminescent signals of the Au-UCNP
pyramids and the ingenious design of the DNA frame, we
achieved ultrasensitive and highly selective detection of miRNA
in live cells based on their dual mode signaling.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Principle of the Dual-Signals of Intracellular miRNA
Quantitation. The underlying principle of the quantitative
detection of intracellular miRNAs with Au-UCNP pyramids is
illustrated in Scheme 1. First, the miRNA recognition
sequences are embedded in each side of the DNA frame
(part a in Scheme 1B); part b in Scheme 1B is non-
complementary (in each side of the DNA frame, it is circled by
white dashed line). When miRNA is present, it will be
complementary to the recognition sequence on each side,
which leads to the complete dissociation of the DNA frame
(the Au-UCNP pyramid is assembled with the sequences from

1 to 4, see the Supporting Information (SI)). The Au NPs and
UCNPs in the pyramid are then separated from one another,
the chiroplasmonic activities of pyramid disappears, and the
luminescence of the UCNPs is restored (Scheme 1A).

Structural and Optical Characterization of Au-UCNP
Pyramids. The pyramids were assembled as follows. First, two
homogeneous Au NP and UCNP pairs were formed (Figure
S1C,D). The two dimers were then hybridized to assemble the
Au-UCNP pyramids (Figure 1A). Representative transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images show the successful
preparation of the Au-UCNP pyramids (Figure S2A). A
statistical analysis of up to 100 TEM images indicated that
the yields for the Au-UCNP pyramid were as high as 85%. This
was also confirmed by bathochromic shift of the gold
absorbance band from 519 to 521 nm in the UV−vis spectrum
(Figure S1F). The spatial configuration of the Au-UCNP
pyramid was characterized by three-dimensional (3D)
reconstruction with cryo-electron tomography (Figures 1B
and S2B). The stability of the Au-UCNP pyramids was
observed in cell culture medium (Figure S1E), in which
thiolated polyethylene glycol (PEG-SH, molecular weight,
5000) and cell-penetrating peptide (TAT) were coated onto
individual particles. Concurrently, the self-assembled pyramids
showed a strong CD signal (Figure 1C). The luminescence of
the UCNPs in the pyramids was significantly quenched because
of the LRET between the Au NPs and UCNPs (Figure 1D).
We noted that the mixture of Au NPs and UCNPs (molar ratio:
1:1), which was similar to the mixture of Au NPs and UCNPs
that dissociated from the pyramids, had no CD signal but
displayed strong luminescence intensity (Figure 1C,D).

Performance Evaluation of miRNA Detection in Vitro.
MiR-21, recognized as an “oncomir” attributed to its over-
expression levels, has been indicated to elaborate the sensitivity
to different anticancer agents.60 Therefore, miR-21 was used as
the model miRNA in the following experiments. First, the
target (microRNA-21) was used to verify the feasibility of the
detection strategy in vitro, and the results showed that the dual
CD and luminescent signals both demonstrated perfect linear
relationships with the miR-21 concentration in the range of 2−
50 pM (Figures 2A,B and S3A,B). And then, two mutated
sequences of miR-21, let-7, and miR-200b (sequences 5−9, see
SI) were used as the four control groups to test the selectivity
of the Au-UCNP pyramids. In the presence of miR-21, the CD
signal disappeared, and the luminescent signal was restored,

Scheme 1. (A) Working Principle of Au-UCNP Pyramids for miRNA Detection and (B) the Nucleic Acid Skeleton of Pyramid
Used for miRNA Detectiona

a3, 4 are linked with Au NPs; 1, 2 are linked with UCNPs. Part a: Recognition sequence of miRNA; and part b: non-complemented part (circled by
white dashed line).
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whereas no obvious changes in the CD or luminescent signals
were observed in the control groups, suggesting that this
detection probe had an excellent specificity (Figures 2C,D and
S3C,D). Bovine serum albumin (BSA), a typical protein, and
glutathione (GSH) were then used to spike the detection
system, and no change in the CD or luminescent signals was
observed. This implies that the pyramid nanostructures
experienced almost no interference from proteins or peptides
because they could not break the Au−S bonds between ssDNA
and AuNPs and maleinimide−S bonds between ssDNA and
UCNPs (Figures 2C,D and S3C,D).
Stability and Cytotoxicity of Au-UCNP Pyramids.

Pyramids with modified phosphorothioate bonds in the DNA
skeleton displayed significant stability, resisting enzymatic lysis
(Figures S4 and S5). The marked stability of the pyramids may
prevent nonspecific signals produced by intracellular nuclease
activity. The pyramids also displayed negligible cytotoxicity and
had almost no effect to the viability of living cells (Figure S6).
These results lay a solid foundation for the real-time
intracellular detection of miRNAs in living cells.
Cellular Uptake of Au-UCNP Pyramids. Human

epithelial cancer cells (HeLa cells) were selected for the
intracellular miR-21 analysis because they are quintessential

carcinoma cells known to express high levels of miR-21.60 To
monitor the uptake efficiency and the dynamics of the pyramids
in living cells, two kinds of pyramidal probes with different
DNA frames were fabricated. The as-prepared probe (probe 1)
was assembled with sequences that specifically hybridized to the
target (sequences 1−4, see SI), and the other probe (probe 2)
was designed with no ability to capture the target miR-21, as
the control probe (sequences 10−13, see SI). To track the
dynamics of the pyramids in living cells, the intracellular CD
and luminescent signals for the two types of probes were
recorded during different periods. In the presence of intra-
cellular miR-21, the intracellular CD signal detected with probe
1 (CD1) was lower than that detected with probe 2 (CD2), the
value of ΔCD (ΔCD = |CD2| − |CD1|) continued to increase
for 8 h (Figure 3A−C), and the luminescence intensity (probe
1) was strongest at 8 h (Figure 4A). However, the control
group (probe 2) had a less luminescent optical signal (Figure
4B). These results provide convincing evidence that probe 1
specifically recognized the target, but the probe 2 did not. Both
signals then became stable until 20 h (Figures 3C and 4A), and

Figure 1. (A) TEM images of pyramids assembled with Au NPs and
UCNPs in 10 mM Tris buffer. (B) 3D reconstruction cryo-TEM
tomography image of pyramids. (C) CD and (D) luminescence
spectra of Au NP, UCNP, Au NP-DNA, UCNP-DNA, Au NP dimers,
UCNP dimers, Au NP + UCNP mixture, pyramids in 10 mM Tris
buffer and in cell culture medium upon irradiation with 980 nm NIR
laser (0.8W).

Figure 2. (A) CD and (B) luminescence spectra of Au-UCNP
pyramids responded to different concentrations of miR-21 (0, 2, 5, 10,
15, 30, 50, or 200 pM) in vitro. (C) CD (521 nm) and (D)
luminescence intensity (543 nm) of Au-UCNP pyramids responded to
the excess miR-21 (200 pM), mutated sequences of miR-21 (200 pM,
control 1, control 2), let-7d (200 pM), miR-200b (200 pM), BSA (2
mM), and GSH (2 mM) in vitro. The luminescence intensity of the
samples was obtained upon irradiation with 980 nm NIR laser (0.8
W).
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the UV−vis peak and the CD bands did not shift during this
period (Figures 3A,B and S7A,B), suggesting that the pyramids
have excellent dispersity in living cells. Bio-TEM images
provided further evidence of this (Figure S7C,D). However, the
UV−vis and CD bands for both probes became wide after 20 h,
and displayed apparent 9 nm red shifts relative to those before
20 h from 521 to 530 nm (Figures 3A−C and S7A,B), and the
luminescence intensity in the confocal images decreased after
20 h. This could be attributed to the aggregation of the
pyramids in the cells (Figure S7C). All these results imply that
8 h is the optimal time for the detection of intracellular miR-21.
Live Cell miRNAs Sensor. To determine the various levels

of miR-21 in living cells, HeLa cells were transfected with
different amounts of miR-21 using a commercial transfection
agent (lipofectamine RNAiMAX transfection reagent) to
increase the miR-21 levels or with the antisense sequence
corresponding to miR-21 to reduce the miR-21 levels. After

transfection, the amounts of intracellular miR-21 were
quantified with quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) (Figure
S9A−C). We noted that the original content of miR-21 in
living HeLa cells was 3.181 fmol/10 μgRNA (fmol/10 μgRNA is
equal to fmol/106 cells). The intracellular CD signal and
confocal images were obtained after the HeLa cells expressing
different levels of miR-21 were incubated with the Au-UCNP
pyramids (Figure 5A,B). As evident in the CD spectra and
confocal images, the CD intensity decreased as the concen-
tration of miR-21 increased in the cells, whereas the florescence
intensity increased. Both signals showed good linear relation-
ships with the concentration of miR-21(Figure 5C,D). The
detection range of the CD signal was calculated to be 0.073−
43.64 fmol/10 μgRNA, and the LOD was 0.03 fmol/10 μgRNA,
respectively. Importantly, when miR-21 reached 0.073 fmol/10
μgRNA, the luminescence intensity of the confocal image was
too weak to be detected. The luminescent signal only showed a
linear relationship between 0.16 and 43.64 fmol/10 μgRNA, and
the LOD was 0.12 fmol/10 μgRNA. The sensitivity of CD
detection was four times higher than that of luminescent
detection in live HeLa cells. The ultralow LOD of the CD
method may be attributable to the following four factors:
plasmon−plasmon coupling of the AuNPs of the pyramids,
which is a dominant factor;24,34−39 the induced plasmonic CD
by exciton−plasmon coupling;41−43 the hybrid dipole−dipole
coupling between the UCNPs and AuNPs; and the minimal
interference from the matrix.
Human breast cancer cells (MCF-7) and primary uterine

fibroblast cells (PCS-460-010) were used to test the reliability
of the developed method. From the CD spectra and confocal
images obtained (Figure 6A,B), we quantified the levels of miR-
21 in these two cell lines through the standard curves in Figure
5C,D. The plasmonic CD and luminescence detection results
for the MCF-7 cells were 12.11 ± 0.11 and 11.23 ± 0.39 fmol/

Figure 3. Intracellular CD spectra for different time incubated with
probes (A) 1 and (B) 2. (C) Statistics of CD signal (521 nm). Probe
1: Assembled with the sequences that could specifically hybridize with
miR-21 as described in Scheme 1B. Probe 2: Assembled with absolute
complementary sequences that had no ability to recognize miR-21.

Figure 4. (A) Confocal images of probe 1 in HeLa cells with different
incubated time. (B) Confocal images of Probe2 in HeLa cells with
different incubated time. Scale bar =20 μm.
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10 μgRNA, respectively (74.7 ± 0.7 and 67.6 ± 2.4 copies/ngRNA
× 104, respectively), which were approximately three times
higher than those for HeLa cells. For the normal PCS-460-010
cells, these were calculated to be 0.056 ± 0.003 fmol/10 μgRNA
(33.7 ± 1.8 copies/ngRNA × 102) with plasmonic CD, but could
not be detected with the luminescent signal because the
sensitivity of the luminescent signal was lower than that of the
CD signal. These results are consistent with the reported
values.9,61 These findings are convincing evidence that this
ultrasensitive and feasible chiral-nanostructure-based detection
method can be applied to biological systems.

■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, an ultrasensitive and selective method for the
detection of miRNA has been developed based on
chiroplasmonic and upconversion luminescence properties of
Au-UCNP pyramids as intracellular nanoprobes. With dual
plasmonic CD and luminescent signals, the nanoprobe not only
visualizes and localizes the target but also detects abnormal
endogenous miRNA in situ quantitation in live cells. It is
noteworthy that plasmonic CD detection has a significantly
much higher sensitivity than luminescence detection, suggest-

ing that chiral nanoscale assemblies are potential probes for
intracellular bioanalysis. We believe that these heterogeneous
assembled nanostructures with chiroplasmonic properties hold
great promise for the investigation of intracellular biomarkers,
signaling molecules, and even the dynamic biological processes
of living cells. And the strategy is expected to facilitate the
developments of chiral nanomaterials in biological applications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of Au-UCNP Pyramids. Au NPs prepared were

functionalized with thiolated single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) which
modified with phosphorothioate bonds, according to a previously
reported method.43 The Au NPs were mixed with ssDNA in a ratio of
1:3.5 and incubated for 12 h in 0.5 × TBE (89 mM Tris-borate, 89
mM boric acid, 2 mM EDTA) and 50 mM NaCl. The samples were
then centrifuged at 8000 g for 10 min to remove any uncoupled
oligonucleotide from the solution. The supernatant was removed, and
the pellet was resuspended in water.

The PEG-protected UCNPs were mixed with ssDNA in a ratio of
1:3.5 and incubated for 12 h in 10 mM Tris buffer and 50 mM
NaNO3. The samples were then centrifuged at 13,000 g for 20 min to
remove any uncoupled oligonucleotide. The supernatant was removed,
and the pellet was resuspended in water.

In the first stage, Au NP and UCNP dimers were prepared. Two
identical Au NP-DNA conjugates bearing partially complementary
ssDNA were mixed together in 10 mM Tris buffer, 50 mM NaNO3,
and 10 mM Mg(NO3)2 buffer, heated at 90 °C for 5 min, and then
hybridized for 12 h at room temperature. The same procedure was
used for the preparation of the UCNP dimers.

In the second stage, Au NP-UCNP pyramids were assembled by
hybridizing the Au NP dimers and UCNP dimers and stirring the
mixture for 24 h at room temperature to obtain the desired Au-UCNP
pyramids. All the pyramids used in the whole study were fabricated
with the process described above.

Functionalization of Au-UCNP Pyramids. Thiol-functionalized
polyethylene glycol (PEG-SH, molecular weight: 5000) solution was

Figure 5. (A) CD spectra and (B) confocal images of HeLa cells with
different amounts of miR-21 (a and b were transfected with miR-21; c
was not transfected; d and e were transfected with antisense sequences
of miR-21, respectively) with probe 1. Note that blank control in (A)
was totally inhibited with excess antisense sequences of miR-21 which
could not be detected by qRT-PCR. Plot of (C) CD (521 nm) and
(D) luminescence intensity versus the different concentrations of
intracellular miR-21, the continuous-wave near-infrared laser operating
at 980 nm provided the excitation, and luminescence was collected at
540 ± 60 nm. Scale bar = 20 μm.

Figure 6. (A) CD spectra and (B) confocal images of MCF-7, HeLa,
PCS-460-010 cells with Au-UCNP pyramids. Scale bar = 20 μm.
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added to the pyramid solution in a PEG:pyramids molar ratio of
1000:1. After 15 min, excess PEG was removed with three rounds of
centrifugation at 10,000 g for 10 min and washed with distilled water.
Cell-penetrating peptide (TAT, 10 mM) was then added to the PEG-
coated pyramid solution at a peptide: NPs molar ratio of 1000:1 and
incubated for 24 h at room temperature. The excess peptide was
removed, and the sample washed three times with distilled water and
centrifuged at 13,000 g for 20 min.
Response of Pyramids to miRNA-21 (miR-21) in Vitro.

MiRNA target (miR-21) with various concentrations, two types of
control RNAs mimicking miR-21 sequences (named by controls 1 and
2, respectively), let-7d, miRNA-200b (miR-200b), bovine serum
albumin (BSA), and glutathione (GSH) were added to detection
solution for 1 h (or 24 h for the BSA and GSH samples) at 37 °C,
respectively, and the luminescent and CD signals were measured after
the reaction.
To determine the sensitivity of detection in vitro, the pyramids in 10

mM Tris buffer were spiked with different concentrations of miR-21
(0, 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 50, or 200 pM). After incubation for 1 h at 37 °C,
the luminescent and CD signals were monitored.
Evaluation the miR-21 Expressed Level in Cancer and

Normal Cell Lines. HeLa (human epithelial carcinoma line), MCF-7
(human breast cancer line), and PCS-460-010 cells (human epithelial
normal line) were purchased from the American Type Culture
Collection (Manassas, VA). The cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin at 37 °C under a 5% CO2 atmosphere. The
cell numbers were counted with a Petroff-Hausser cell counter (USA).
Serum-free medium (Opti-MEM) was used during the transfection
process.
Construction of Intracellular miRNA CD Assay. HeLa cells

were seeded in six-well plates at a density of 105 cells/well and cultured
for 12 h before use. Pyramids (25 nM) were cultured with the cells.
After culture, the cells were collected with trypsinization and washed
three times with cold PBS to remove the extracellular pyramids. The
cells were then redispersed in cold PBS and adjusted to the equal cell
concentration (106 cells per assay). The CD signals of the treated cells
were characterized with a MOS-450/AF-CD spectrometer. The optical
path length was 1 cm.
Intracelluar miRNA Imaging Using Confocal Fluorescence

Microscopy. HeLa cells were seeded in Petri dishes at a density of
105 cells/dish and cultured for 12 h before use. The cells were then
incubated with 25 nM pyramids. After culture, the cells were washed
three times with cold PBS to remove the extracellular pyramids.
Confocal images of the treated cells were obtained with a confocal
fluorescence microscopy. To avoid unnecessary damage to the cells,
the microscope shutter was opened only long enough to allow the
laser to illuminate the bound cells while the luminescent image was
collected. The luminescence of the pyramids was excited at 980 nm,
and the luminescent signals were collected at 500−600 nm.
Transfection of miR-21 and Antisense Sequences of miR-21

into HeLa Cells. The transfection process was performed according
to the instructions for RNAiMAX. Briefly, HeLa cells were incubated
for 48 h with Opti-MEM containing RNAiMAX and miR-21 mimics or
RNAiMAX and the antisense sequences of miRNA-21.
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